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How to get started in the LCG projects

Welcome to the LCG Application Area projects!

If you need general information about CERN, how to register as a computer user, and other general practical issues go to the page on How to get Started at CERN.

Here you will find several links to places that you should know about. You will find information about the general issue of the project as well as about the specific sub-projects of the Application Area.

1. Go to the LCG project web site for an overview of the whole projects.

2. Look at the LCG Application Area website for all the general information about the software projects of this area.

3. Go to the website of the specific development projects to find information about each project:

   Websites of the LCG App. Area projects

   PI Project
   POOL Project

   SEAL Project
   Simulation Project
   SPI Project

   Look carefully at the information available in the website on the left column.

   For each project look for which mailing lists you should subscribe to.

   For posting bugs or help requests to the projects see the How to send bugs and requests for help to the LCG projects.

4. For general issue concerning the software infrastructure available to the projects go to the home page of the SPI Workbook or to the SPI Project website.

5. Bookmark the page SPI indexpage that keeps a list of useful and direct links for moving around in the LCG websites.

-- AlbertoAimar - 05 Aug 2005
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